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October 9, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR: John Stolz, Director
PWR Project Directorate #6
Division of PWR Licensing-B

FROM: John Thoma, Project Manager
PWR Project Directorate #6
Division of PWR Licensing-B

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF MEETING WITH GPUN TO DISCUSS NUREG-0737 ITEM II.F.2,
INADEQUATE CORE COOLING

On Thursday October 2, 1986, GPUN met with the NRC staff to discuss the inadequate
core cooling system being installed at TMI-1 to satisfy NUREG-0737 Item II.F.2.
Enclosure 1 contains the list of attendees and enclosure 2 is.the single handout.
provided at the meeting.

The principal thrust of the meeting was to discuss Reactor Coolant Inventory
Tracking System (RCITS) accuracy. The licensee concluded that, at present, the
caleclated overall system accuracy is 8.92%-including radiation effects (5.86%
excluding radiation effects) and the as installed system has an additional error,

i
called " calibration error" by the licensee, of 4.85%. The licensee is conducting

i further studies which may result in changing the system accuracy by some small per-
| centage. Additionally, the licensee is ncw stating that no temperature distribution
i should be considered between the core exit thermocouples and the bulk RC temperature.

Some discussion was held concerning the' intended use of RCITS. GPUN owes the staff
its position on how the system is to be used. Primarily GPUN intends to use RCITS
as a trending device.

Two other issues were discussed briefly. Namely (1) the licensee must provide
further justification for a single multiplexcr and (2) the NRC staff must state

{ its position on the primary and backup incore thermocouple display system as
I installed by GPU. The schedule agreed upon at the conclusion of the meeting is

as follows:

(a) By October 17, 1986, the staff will verbally provide its position on
the incore thermocouple display system.

(b) By mid November the licensee should have a firm schedule for resolving
design problems. They will also make a determination of their final
position on the multiplexer, and submit technical specifications for
RCITS.

(c) By January 1987, the licensee is to submit an implementation letter.
Either as part of this letter or in a separate letter the licensee
will document the'ir presentation on system accuracy.

(d) The ultimate goal is.to have complete system installation and NRC
review and approval prior to the end of April 1987.
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Meeting 10/02/86 II.F.2 li'r

Name Organization

John 0. Thoma NRC/PBD-6
Cecil Thomas NRC/PBICS
Norm Lauben (p) NRC/PBICS
John Anderson ORNL

George A. Schwenk NRC/RSB-B
RobertJones-(p) NRC/RSB-B
Thierry Ross NRC/PBD-6
Rick McGoey GPUN LICENSING

: Harley Victor GPUN LICENSING

| Lester Goldstein GPUN I&C
'

William Drevrall GPUN I&C
Robert Wolf GPUN

*
James P. Moore JR. GPUN
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MEETING SUMMARY DISTRIBUTION
-

Licensee: GPUN Nuclear Corporation

* Copies also sent to those people on service (cc) list for subject plant (s).
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